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abraham lincoln - superteacherworksheets - abraham lincoln by cynthia sherwood we know him as
“honest abe,” born in a log cabin. abraham lincoln was the sixteenth president of the united states. every year
on presidents’ day, we honor him as one of the greatest in our country’s history. abraham lincoln, chief
executive and commander-in-chief - abraham lincoln, 1861 message to congress in special session
abraham lincoln, 1863 letter to new york democrats ... the sixteenth president of the united states, abraham
lincoln (1809–65) was born in kentucky and studied law in illinois, earning the nickname “honest abe” for his
upright . abraham lincoln - national park service - abraham lincoln . abraham lincoln, the 16th president of
the united states, guided his country through the most devastating experience in its national history--the civil
war. he is considered by many historians to have been the greatest american president. early life lincoln was
born on feb. 12, 1809, in a log cabin in hardin (now larue) county ... jefferson davis and abraham lincoln:
contrasts north and south - jefferson davis and abraham lincoln: contrasts north and south one of the
greatest ironies of the american civil war is that both abraham lincoln and ... greatest president in the history
of the united states. davis on the other hand represents aspirations to southern aristocracy. his family sent him
to school in some of the best abraham lincoln and the civil war - stratford academy - the united states to
be affixed. done at the city of washington, this first day of january, in the year of our lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty three, and of the independence of the united states of america the eighty-seventh. by the
president: abraham lincoln william h. seward, secretary of state. abraham lincoln - english worksheets
land - abraham lincoln was our 16th president. he was the leader throughout the greatest constitutional crisis,
the american civil war. he came from meager beginnings and went on to become one of the most important
leaders of the united states in history. abraham lincoln was born in a log cabin in kentucky.
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